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Ergon Energy
Project Location:
Cooper Street, Dalby
Contract Value:
$900,000

Over the years Civcorp has had a long
and prosperous working relationship with
Ergon Energy having delivered projects
all across Queensland in locations such
as Biloela, Mundubbera, Stanthorpe and
Mackay.
Civcorp continued this relationship
delivering an upgrade to the Ergon
Energy Depot in Dalby.
The works were designed by BMD
Urban and included new concrete
pavements and drainage around the
depot, an upgrade to the outdoor asphalt
surfacing, new timber pole storage
racks, cement treated pavements,
additional car parking facilities, upgraded
entrances and exits, kerbing, signage
along with custom made fencing and
electronically controlled cantilever gates.
BMD Urban supervised the works and
acted as the Client’s Representative
overseeing all Quality Assurance
functions and construction query
resolution.

Through our engagement with local
suppliers and business Civcorp was also
able to add value to the design through
obtaining local knowledge on
construction methodologies, researching
the experiences of the local community
with certain aspects of the design and
passing these back to BMD Urban as
construction innovations.
One such example of this was Civcorp’s
suggestion to amend the cement treated
base design based on advice from the
local government on their experience
with the product. We suggested an
alternative that incorporated a high
strength woven geotextile which was
accepted by BMD Urban and Ergon
Energy and ultimately avoided issues
experienced by other people in the area
associated with Black soil.
This is but one example of Civcorp’s
dedication to client satisfaction and
innovation through construction.

Overall the works were completed on
time and under budget with no disruption
to Ergon Energy’s use of the depot.
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Scope:
Earthworks
Drainage
Electrical
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Kerb and channel
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